1. POPUP MICRO SPRINKLER ON 1/2" FNPT BASE
   DIG MODEL:
   - MP-801 8" HEIGHT 90º WITH .23 GPM AT 30 PSI
   - MP-802 8" HEIGHT 180º WITH .45 GPM AT 30 PSI
   - MP-803 8" HEIGHT 360º WITH .63 GPM AT 30 PSI
   - MP-124 12" HEIGHT 90º WITH .23 GPM AT 30 PSI
   - MP-125 12" HEIGHT 180º WITH .45 GPM AT 30 PSI
   - MP-126 12" HEIGHT 360º WITH .63 GPM AT 30 PSI

2. FINISH GRADE OR MULCH
3. STREET ELBOW
4. 3/4" PVC SCH 40 TEE X 1/2" MNPT
5. PVC LATERAL PIPE

8 & 12" POPUP MICRO SPRINKLER WITH 1/2" BASE
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